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Freedom Appreciation Day takes place on Saturday
By CYNDI OWENS
Editor in Chief
What has helicopters. tanks.
military vehicles, weapons and
trained dogs and plans to invade
campus Saturday?
No, it is not a foreign government or a band of guerrillas. It
is Freedom .Appreciation Day.
For the third consecutive
year, the Department of Military Science plans to sponsor a
day devoted to introducing people to the military, specifically
the military as it functions in
this area:.
"\Ye want to increase the student body's awareness of the
I Reserve Officer's Training
Corps I and the military. both on
campus and in the community."
said Maj. Mark Housand, assistant professor of military science
Housand said the department
also seeks to show its support of
the Yniversity by planning this
event to coincide with Parents
File Photo
Day.
one that will be on display during Freedom
This helicopter, seen here a s p a r t of a
"We also like to support the
Appreciation Day.
(National) Guard and the Re- spring field training exercise, is similar to
will be about 50 students and
serves." he said. "We like to There a r e a lot of full-time stu- serves
dents
in
the
Guard
and
the
Re.kcording
to
Housand.
there
staff members
in l h e
make people aware they're here.

Blackhawk

day's activities. which a r e
scheduled from 9 a . m . to 1 p . m .
The activities include:
*a demonstration of helicopters by the 33rd Aviation
Group from Pel1 City.
*a display from the chemical
school a t Fort McClellan.
*a display of military vehicles
and equipment, including a demonstration of bomb-detecting
dogs.
*the 14th Army Band show.
*a parachute jump on the front
lawn of Bibb Graves Hall by
members of the 20th Special
F o r c e s unit i w e a t h e r p e r mitting)
*a scuba display.
*a Ranger Challenge rope
bridge demonstration.
a demonstration put on by
the Junior ROTC Drill Team
from Gadsden High School.
Housand said there will also
be recruiters from several area
units to talk to students and
parents
For more information on
Freedom Appreciation Day, call
the Department of Military Science at 231-5781. ext. 4606.

Physical training proves important in ROTC
squad roll call Each squad leadBy BETH BENNETT
e r , another position that changes
News Writer
It's o-dark-thirty and a mass daily, reports the absentees to
of people begln to cluster outside the sergeant. who in turn reports
Mathews Coliseum Most people t o c a d e t M a j o r YIicheal
wouldn't even have popped an Migliara. the company comeye open. yet these people have mander and a senior cadet
Or have they9 One lndivldual
After extending the ranks to
showed up with two different
shoes on .4re they crazy9 Well.
(SEE ROTC, Page 4)
no, actually they a r e members
of the ROTC department
Every Monday. Wednesday1 a n d F r i d a y ROTC C a d r e .
Cadets. Kaydettes and Rangers
meet for P T (physical training r
The actual training doesn't begin
I
untll 0545 c that's 5 45 a m ) .
when the platoon sergeant. also I
known a s the "Platoon Daddy."
calls the platoon to attention
The platoon sergeant changes
daily to allow everyone a chance
tp be, in $ha-rge of the platoon
The flrst order of business IS

llndex

IS~ecialparents
Day

Photoby FaraTanner

Cadets Tim. Forest and .Brad
. Priest exercise during P.T.
1
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BAE AT COMPUTERS
Student Discounts Available

*The psychology department needs an animal caretaker.
Those interested must be eligible for work study. For more
information contact William Palya in 15 Ayers Hall.

STEREO. VCR. TV. CD & MICROWAVE REPAIR SERVICE

*Applications for Omicron Delta Kappa ( a national leadership honor society) a r e now available in Bill Meehan's office in
Bibb Graves. A 3.0 GPA is required.

Coming Soon

*The Wesley Foundation is organizing a trip to South
Carolina to help in clean-up efforts after Hurrican Hugo The
trip is planned for Oct. 13-15. Volunteers willing to cut trees
and repair roofs a r e needed. To volunteer, call Dale Clem a t
the Wesley Foundation at 435-2208.
*Sigma Tau Delta meeting will be at 3 p.m. Tuesday in
Seminar Room A on the 10th floor of Houston Cole Library.
*American Society of Women Accountants will have a
student reception a t 6:30 p.m. Oct. 24 in the Alumni House.
Tom Burgess, CIA, Allyson Barker, CMA, and Gail Shelton.
CPA, will be discussing their respective specialities in the field
of accounting.
See your accounting instuctor or call Terri Rhodes a t
435-3916 for your reservation. The reception is open to all
accounting students. Drinks and snacks will be provided.
Drawings for door prizes, free ASWA student membership and
applications for a scholarship to be given a t the SAA banquet to
an accounting student a r e featured.

.

.Ladies Wear .Formal Bridal
.Pageant .After Five
Fashions for Sorority & Fraternity

#5 College Center

*The Placement Office has released the list of on-campus job
interviews for the coming semester. The following interviews
will be conducted this month:
Today: Anniston Newchannels -- advertisement, any business related majors; Federal Reserve Bank -- management
majors with any minor; no accounting or finance majors
Friday: Southern Research Institute -- chemistry and
biology majors and minors
Tuesday: Simply $6 Ladies Wear -- any major
Wednesday: Jefferson Pilot Insurance Co. -- any major;
Kinney Shoes Corp. -- management trainees, business majors
Oct, 12: National Credit Union Administration -- accounting
majors only
Oct. 17: Alabama Extension Service -- home economics
majors only; K-Mart Apparels -- any major
Oct. 18: Sherwin Williams Co. -- any businessmajor
Oct. 19: Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Alabama -- computer
science, CIS, accounting
Oct. 24: Motorola, Inc. -- marketing with any minor
Oct. 25: Wal-Mart pre-interview presentation a t 6: 30 p.m.
Placement Office. All on interview schedule a r e ask to attend.
Oct. 26: Wal-Mart -- indiviual interviews, any major
Ask for applications.

(Formerly Past Times)

*The English Competency Examination wil: be given a t
3-4: 30 p.m. Monday and 6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday. Those eligible for
the fall semester exam must pre-register before Monday in the
English department, 215 Stone Center.
Those taking the exam must bring a photo I.D., a blue book,
and a blue or black pen.
*The City of Anniston, 2nd Chance, and Jazzercise announce
"The First Annual Jazzerthon." It will be from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
at Lenlock Community Center.
A minimum $5 donation a t the door will go to "The 2nd
Chance Abused Spouse Shelter." Jazzerthon participants will
receive a free T-shirt and refreshments, a s well a s a chance a t
door prizes. For more information call 236-6390.
*Representatives of all six Southern Baptist seminaries will
be on campus from 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. Wednesday.
The seminary representatives will provide information
about their respective schools to persons interested in attending seminary. Those interested in speaking with the seminary
representatives should contact the Baptist Campus Minister a t
the nearest college campus for more information.
The six Southern Baptist seminaries a r e Golden Gate Baptist
Theological Seminary, Mill Valley, Calif.; Midwestern Baptists Theological Seminary, Kansas City, Mo.; New Orleans
(La.) Baptist Theological Seminary; Southeastern Baptist
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What's news

Job in iournalismhard to find
Now that school will soon end for me, I wonder
exactly where I'm going to get a job. There are so many
opportunities, I just don't know where to start. This is
the future as I see it.
First, I will probably spend eight or nine months
looking for a job before I discover that I am unhireable.
Basically, my vague degree will do me no good.
So, knowing that I need a more advanced degree, I will
return to school to get another degree. Of course, I don't
have a job in the first place so I don't know how I'll
afford all this advanced education. I could apply for a
grant, but they probably wouldn't accept me because I
should have gotten the right degree the first time I was
here. Of course the degree isn't the problem. I'm trying
to get into a very tight field -- journalism. Regardless, I
will probably have to return to school and major in
something else.
I'll probably land a third-shift job at some all-night
gas station. This way I'll work and still attend the one
class a semester that I'll be able to afford.
Unfortunately, I still won't be able to afford the book
for the class, but that's another column.
If, by some chance, I do land a job in journalism, it
will ~robablvDav less than what I wculd have made if I

.. .

Todd Freshwater

had gone back to school and worked at the all-night gas
station.
The real problem is I don't really want to go out of the
area. Journalism jobs aren't all over the place. I just
don't want to work for a bi-weekly in Alaska. It's really
cold up there, and besides, I don't know how to drive a
sled.
I can see myself now. "So Nanook," I would say,
"What happened when the polar bear thought your igloo
was a Dove Bar?"
Yes, the Pulitzer would soon be in my hand.
Unfortunately, when the paper closed down for the
winter, I'd have to find another job.
I'd probably end up working third shift at an all-night
gas station, taking one class a semester at Alaska Tech.

(Continued From Page 2)
-eological
seminary, Wake Forest, N.C ; Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas; and Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky.

*Session I Beginning Sign Language will be from 4:30-6p.m.
each Thursday for six weeks, through Oct. 26 in 311 Ramona
Wood Building. For more information call 231-5093.
*Sophomores interested in a career in government service at
the federal, state or local level are invited to apply for a 1990
Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
JSU can nominate three students for the 1990 competition.
Interested students should submit a letter of application, a
statement of career plans, a list of past public-service
activities or other leader postions, a current transcript and a
600-word essay discussing a public policy issue of their choice
to Jerry Gilbert, Department of Political Science, Truman
Scholarship Faculty Representative, 315 Martin Hall, by Oct.
20.

.Submissions are being sought for Penthouses "Campus
View" column, which begins its second year of presenting
essays written by and for college students.
Students interested in contributing to the column are invited
to send suggestions to Penthouse, 1965 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10023. They will be paid $250 for pieces published.

Enrollment figures released for fall

missions, said 300-400 more stuSmith is very pleased with the ing from are shrinking."
dents had been expected, but in increase, but the University
According to census polls, the
fact, 749 more students have does not expect to have such an number of eligible 17-year-olds
enrolled this Year. Smith at- increase in the future.
in Alabama is decreasing.
tributes the new growth of students to the fact that more
"We've had a phenomena'
Smith says he hopes
Ingrowth." Smith said. "But the crease the pool of students in the
eligible 17-year-olds are choosnumbers we're going to be draw- future.
ing to go to college.

By LYNN WALDREP
News Writer

In an article in the Sept. 15
issue, we incorrectly stated that
Figures released last week reTracey Porter was a Zeta Tau
Alpha pledge. We apologize for port the total enrollment this
semester for all students is
the error.
8,260.
Jerry Smith, dean of ad-

A r m 3 tro nq
FLORIST 6 GIFTS
211 North Pelham Road
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265

Homecoming is notfar ofl
Order yourftowers, corsages,
and customfruit baskets
today!
Call 435-6804

Thursday, Oct. 5th
Friday, Oct. 6th

Willie Hightower &
The Hightower Sisters

5

This man is a living legend--the best in current and
classic soul and rvhthm and blues music.

--

Monday, Oct. 9th Monday Night Football on our
wide screen television. 50t Draft, FREE Hotdogs
& Chili No Cover Charge.

--

HAVE A BALL AT YOUR NEXT PARTY.
5 Gallons o f COORS BEER

1 ( Wednesday, Oct. 11th -- Buck Night $Io0
Longneck Beer, )

1
Or How flbout fl Case
of COORS or COORS LIGHT
/

$loo
Bar Brands, also Rock & Roll with the band Dubiel. )

CLASSIX
12051 546-2870

301 North 12th Streeto

l

Gadsden
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MARY KAY COSMETICS
I
IFREE, complimentary
facial, including free color

(Continued From Page 1)
have enough room, exercise
drills begin in cadence. While
the platoon is e x e r c i s i n g .
Migliara and Captain Galigher
walk among the ranks. Galigher
is the executive officer. also a
senior cadet. Galigher stops at
one cadet who seems to be halfheartedly exercising and says.
"Cadet are you sick today?"
The rhetorical question is
posed to motivate the cadet. If
the exercises a r e not performed
correct-ly, they a r e done again
until they are right. Seven basic
exercisies a r e executed. These
include the side-straddle hop
r jumping jacks \ , turn and bend.
hip raiser and knee bends.
"PT has a direct impact on

combat readiness.
Migliara
says. "The better physically
trained unit has a better chance
of surviving in combat."
Master Sergeant DeBoy then
takes over. Plenty of push-ups
and sit-ups a r e expected. Partners keep each other motivated
to do their best. DeBoy says he
emphasizes push-ups and sit-ups
because they a r e two-thirds of
the PT test
".Advanced Camp is physically
demanding." Deboy says. "The
PT test is the first thing you do
once you get there."
JSL' ranked highest in PT out
of 15 in the brigade (Alabama
and Mississippi ) , this summer at
camp. Deboy would like to see

the detachment highest in the
Third Region (the Southeastern
V.S. ) , a s it was in 1988.
The most dreaded part of P T
arrives . . . the run. This is Major
Lamb's specialty. Once everyone has stretched out, they a r e
once again called into formation. .A "Right Face" and a
.'Forward. March! " a r e given.
When the platoon reaches Park
Avenue the command "Doubletime. Illarch!" is given and the
run begins. Cadences a r e sung in
order to keep everyone in step.
The distance of the run varies.
depending on how much exercising Lamb feels is needed. Normally runs will either be to Solid
Gold, three miles, around campus. or on the track. 2 miles. The
comradery of the detachment is
very apparent at this point.
When a cadet is ready to fall out,
fellow cadets push him to go
even further.
PT isn't what most people
want to do from 5 : 3 0 to 7 a . m .
three days a week, but once it's
over. a feeling of accomplishment is felt. With each training
session the body is built up.
mentally and physically. PT is
File Photo
strenuous but a s Capt. Carpetner
Illegally parked dumpsters.. is this a problem on your campus? This says. "Pain is nothing but
weakness leaving the body."
dumoster. behind Self Hall. is parked in a red zone.

Illegally parked
.

analysis
Learn about skin care improve your complexion
Problem skin (complete line for men & women)
Try the most advanced, dermatologist tested
effective skin care products available
Try before you buy; 100%customer satisfaction
guarantee
To find out the products best suited to your complexion call your

-

PERSONAL MARY KAY SKIN CARE
CONSULTANT - VIVIAN GARNER 435-1006

1

Cool Things
Stop By Our Taste Testing Party
Saturday, October 7th.

I

CHEESES, BEEF STICKS, GOURMET
DIPS AND MUCH MORE! @

Remember: Order Your
Homecoming Nowers Early
Call: 435-2230 Toda

m a b b i t Hutch Too
#3 College Center

II
I

THE CLASSY BASKET
flTTENTlON iiLL J.S.U. STUDENTS

TEAR HERE

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

THE CLASSY BASKET

-

205 435

- 8933

PRESENT THIS COUPON TO RECEIVE
YOUR 10% DISCOUNT, MOM & DAD.
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME!
WE DELIVER
VflLlD TPRU OCTOBER 31,1989

I

.

GIFT BALLOONS BIRTHDAYS
I ''I
MISS YOU" SORORITY GIFTS I
L
~

GOURMET SECTION

~

~
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President Harold McGee looks to the future
T 0 D D FRESHWATER
News Editor
He can be spotted at basketball games and at other University functions. His picture appears in most University publications. He is Harold J. McGee,
president of JSU.
McGee has been at JSU since
1986. Under McGee, the University has extensively reviewed

Ry

and revised academic, student
life and development programs.
The University's endowment has
been doubled, enrollment and
retention have increased,
academic scholarship resources
have tripled, and the first endowed faculty chairs have been
established.
McGee recieved both his master's and his doctorate in educa-

tion a t the University of Virginia. When McGee first heard
about Jacksonville, he knew
nothing of the area. He was a
blind nominee. After the
trustees invited him to become
involved in their search for a
president, he toured the area
three times to learn more about
the University and the people.
When he saw the promise the

Univerity had for growth, he
became interested in serving
here.
"Most schools have no history
or tradition," McGee says.
"JackJonville has tradition and
a great promise for the future."
McGee feels the University's
location plays a key part in its
future growth. The region
around Jacksonville includes

Birmingham, Atlanta, Chattanooga and Huntsville. This
centralized location serves over
8,000 students.
Location is not the only thing
affecting the school's future.
McGee also feels the faculty
here is unique.
"We have a good faculty and a
(See McCEE, Page 6 )

President's Perspective

.tors get good ideas
Officers
and
sena
The SGA officers and five senators spent four days last
week at NACA Regional Convention in Birmingham.
We saw a lot of entertainers and also received some
great ideas on how we can better serve the student body.
This year's Homecoming Pageant will be tonight at 7
p.m. We are proud of all the contestants and look
forward to the crowing of Miss Homecoming.
Parents Day is Saturday. We welcome all parents and
look forward to showing the best JSU has to offer.
Also, this weekend will be one of the biggest days of
the year, entertainment wise. Bob Hope will entertain
us in the way only he can. We are certainly looking
forward to this event.
One way we can show our appreciation and support of
Coach Bill Burgess and the football team is through
good attendance at our weekly Monday Night Football.
Coach Burgess or another member of the coaching staff
will be in The Roost to go over the last week's game.
Then we will all watch Monday Night football on the
~. i screen.
g
Turnout for the movies on Tuesday nights has been
excellent so far this semester. Thanks everyone for your
support. We've had some great movies, and this week's
Mississippi Burning promises to be no different.

.

Harlan Mason

SGA President

We're looking forward to a big turnout.
Also, tomorrow night for Parents Day we will be
showing the comedy Twins at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Montgomery Auditorium.
Martika discontinued her tour with Expose'. Therefore,
we have contracted Tone-Loc to perform with Expose'.
This exceptional Homecoming concert will be Oct. 19
in Mathews Coliseum. Get your tickets now. We are
anticipating a sell out.
saturday the ~~~~~~~k~will take on ~~l~ statefor
our ~~~~~~~i~~game. ~ o o luck,
d ~
~we are
very proud of you!

~

~

~

~

k

~
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Coin Watches
H a n d Made Earrings
.Australian Quartz

*25% Off Summer Items

*Regular 10%Student Discounts
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McGee

(Continued From Page 5)

lot of good programs," he said.
"Here students a r e taught by
faculty, not graduate students."
McGee feels the University's
primary goal is to become the
primere undergraduate school in
the area. McGee hopes one day
the reputation of the University
will be its greatest recruiting
tool. although the University's
theme will always be accurate.

Julie McDougal, Smith Peck and Brian Harris (right toleft) look
over the 1989 Mimosa. Anyone who has not picked up his Mimosa
may come to 168 Self Hall.

"Our theme is correct," he
said. "We really a r e warm, hospitable and friendly here. Students a r e more than numbers."
McGee's long-term plans include the strengthenln-g of the

liberal arts programs. At this
time the professional departments a r e the stronger. McGee
cites the music program a s an
example.
"I know no matter what, I'll
never lose a half time show," he
says.
McGee also plans on improving the quality of student life. He
also c i t e s new curriculum
changes to help students deal
with the newest job requirements. Plans include more computer literacy programs for students and more math. Also, the
Univerity's buildings are some
of the best in the Southeast

R E S E R V E OFFICERS' T R A I N I N G

1984. WHEN AMERICA WAS
AT WAR WITH ITSELF.

according to McGee. McGee
cites Houston Cole Library a s an
example.
"Our library is one of the
best," he says. "Our new computer catalog system makes the
University more user-friendly."
McGee feels the greatest point
of the University is that it is
dynamic, changing and responsive.
"We respond to the needs of
the faculty and the students," he
says. "If we can get you on
campus, you'll probably stay."
McGee resides in the President's House with his wife and
youngest son

CORPS

I IESEARCH PAPERS
1
1
19,278 to choose from all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222

1

(

in Calf. (213) 477-8226

or Rush $2.00 to:
Research Assistance

11322 Idaho Ave.
#206-SN, LosAngeles, CA 90025

I

I

-

Custom research also available all levels

ATLANTIC OCEAN LIVING
Nanny1 Childcare positions
available. Full-time live in
situations with families in the
BOSTON area. Includes room and
board, automobile, insurance.
Salary range from $150 to $300
per week. Great way to experience
Boston families, culture, history
and beaches. Call or write THE
HELPING HAND, INC., 25
WEST STREET, BEVERLY
FARMS, MA 01915.

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

Need insurance

for your home,
car, life,
boat or RV?

At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed-in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may b e
just what you need to reach the top.

ARMY ROTC

Allstale Insurance Company
Life from: Allstale Life lnsurance Company

I GAYE HOWELL
608 PELHAM RD. S

(

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Editorial

( complain&
abound
Iabout Mimosa 1 'Parents Day' actually a misnomer
For what it's worth

The 1989 edition of the Mimosa has finally hit
campus, and there have been lots of rumblings of
discontent over it.
Several students, faculty members and administrators have complained about the late arrival,
incorrect names and lack of articles accompanying
photo spreads of campus organizations.
We are not attempting to speak on behalf of the
staff of the Mimosa. That is the responsibility of the
members of the staff. We would, however, like to
offer a little insight into some of the problems the
staff had a s we see them.
First of all, the yearbook is not nearly a s late a s
some people seem to think. For the second year in a
row the book has been distributed in the fall. This is
called full-year distribution, and it enables the staff
to include spring sports and more spring events.
Perhaps the thing that bothers the most people on
campus is not having stories to accompany spreads
on campus organizations.
There were a couple of reasons for this. First, the
organizations section had three editors in the space
of one year. The third had to take over late in the
year, and by the time he started work, it was too late
to catch up.
Second, there was little to no cooperation on the
part of most organizations. Many did not show up on
time for pictures, and some of those that did show
up did not fill out a biography sheet.
The good news in all of this is that campus
organizations can start now and plan on what to do
for their articles for next year. The easiest thing to
do is bring information about the organization to the
photo shoot.
Perhaps the most important thing the Mimosa
needs is more staff writers. A shortage of writers
has caused major problems in the past.
Instead of just complaining, get involved.
For more information on becoming a staff writer,
call 231-5300, ext. 4086.

The Chanticleer
"A nation titat is afraid to let its people judge truth and falsehood in an
open market is a nation that k afraid of its people." John F. Kennedy

--

Cyndi Owens
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David Ballard
Business Manager
Darryl Graham
Entertainment Editor
Tawanda Player
SecretaryITypist
Jonathan Downey
Photography Editor

Todd Freshwater
News Editor
Rodney Parks
Sports Editor
Matt Brooks
Features Editor
TJ Hemlinger
Adviser
THE CHANTICLEER
Jacksonville, Ala. 36265
231-5701

Welcome to Parents Day weekend!
Aside from Homecoming, this is probably my favorite
collegiate activity of the year. It is very exciting to
think about all the events taking place this weekend.
Actually, though, "Parents Day" is a misnomer. There
are events planned to span the weekend, with the first, a
baseball tournament, set to begin at noon Friday on
University Field.
The University News Bureau calls Parents Day "a
catch-all designation that actually includes a
combination of events ranging from Visitation Day for
prospective college students, Freedom Appreciation Day
sponsored by ROTC, the City of Jacksonville's Gem of
the Hills Weekend and an appearance by Bob Ho+."
What more could anyone want?
There will be planes, trains and automobiles. Okay, so
there will actually be helicopters, tanks and trafficjams.
There will be a 3.1-mile run to work up everyone's appetites, and then Man-iott will serve an all-you-can-eat
picnic with fried chicken, barbeque and hot dogs.

There will be music, magic and history, and everyone
should be able to find something they enjoy.
And to top it all off, there's "An Evening with Bob
Hope."
This is the time to show off, folks. Let's put our best
foot forward and show our pride in JSU.

Expose', Tone-Loc concert needs support
By MIKE LIVINGSTON
Editoral Writer
The first major concert of the
year is coming. This concert will
take place at 8 p.m. Oct. 19 in
Mathews Coliseum.
What the SGA really needs is
to get all the students from JSU
to get out and really support this
concert. In these times of rising
concert costs it is hard for a
small arena such as our building
to support a concert.
The band really sounded good
on the Byron Allen show last
weekend and reports are that

this band will give a good performance when they are on tour.
In the history of SGA concerts,
some have been successful and
others have not been to0 successful. The key to getting more
, good concerts such as Expose' is
to support this concert.
This band should get a major
cross-section of students if record sales are an indication. The
band has had four songs in the
Top 40 and is working its way up
the chart with more hits on its
second LP. This should mean
most everyone has heard them

on the radio or TV.
The band is coming on a
Thursday night, which has been
known for years as the night JSU
students like to go out. What
better way to visit with friends
and have a good time than to go
as a group to the Expose' concert.
This SGA is working very hard
to get this concert to be a good
event for the students. So go
over to the SGA office get
tickets for yourself and all your
friends and start remembering
the words to all those songs.

Test-taking tips also help in getting dates
By MIKE LIVINGSTON
Staff Writer
Here come those first tests of
the fall and the big question is,
"Have you studied?' If you are
looking like the students who are
hanging out in front of their
dorm rooms after midnight, the
answer is no
Here are some quick tips to
save you from those pretest
blahs. This way you can extend
your stay at the Friendlist Campus in the South to the spring
term. (Who wants to spend the
winter months working for a fast
food chain after the Parental
Units cut the monetary supply? )
This first tip will also take
care of the fact you are looking
for a date to the next Expose'
concert. Look around class and
see if you can find an intelligent,
good looking member of the opposite gender to study with
, befor?. ,the .test, and ,as7par,t ,of ,

the deal tell him or her you will
take him or her to the concert.
The conversation will eo
something like this. "Hey, Jennifer, why don't we study for Dr.
Staff's test on "The Meaning of
Reality at JSU.' "
"I don't think so. I already
have an extra ticket for my
boyfriend who lives in Patterson
Hall. Of course, I haven't seen
him, but he gets really violent if
he sees me with any kind of
guy," she says.
Second tip: Look for someone
who takes notes with the same
left or right hand you like to use.
"Buffie, did you know that we
are both lefthanded, and this
means we must think alike, so
we need to study together."
"I think we should study with
someone who uses their right
hand so we can get someone who
is left-brained dominate, Steve,"
said' Buffie.
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The next tip is how to study on
your own for a multiple guess
test. Here is a s a m ~ l eitem:
What color is the sky? Is it: A.
Green B. Yellow C. Flat D. All
the Above.
When in doubt. mess.
Of
.
course, the answer will be obvious when you get the paper
back.
If you don't study and have a
written test, try to drive the
professor crazy. This can be
done by not buying a bluebook
and turning in the answers on
ripped-out notebook paper. They
love trying to clean up their
offices from scraps of paper.
They just may forget to grade
the tests.
Maybe brain food is your answer. Frozen pizza heated by a
hairdryer is a crispy treat. Why
a hairdryer? We know that no
one would put a microwave in
his residence hall room.
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Letters to the editor-

9-

would have us see is one of the
South 25 years ago. One thing the '
'60s movement did accomplish
was to eliminate a lot of bigotry
and hatred around here. Neil
Dear Editor:
Young sang sarcastically, "AlaAlpha Phi Alpha has long been
Dear Editor:
bama, you've got the weight on
a respectable organization at
I feel Jonathon Downey was your shoulders that's breaking
JSU. Until last semester we
c
o
m p l e t e l y wrong in his your back, your Cadillac has got
maintained a peaceful coexassessment
of how "most stu- a wheel in the ditch and a wheel
istence with every o t h e r
dents"
feel
about
92J's format. on the track." I just think that
fraternity on campus. Last
spring a 15-minute brawl be- On Sept. 22, the morning show of doesn't hold true today.
Brook's article wasn't intween Kappa Alpha Psi and 925 proved this point by taking a
Alpha Phi Alpha erupted into a survery of what the listeners tended to be "crude, tasteless
campus disturbance between in- wanted to hear. The survey was and insensitive" ( c h a r g e s
dependents and law enforcement overwhelmingly in favor of the leveled by Mr. Cypert?. He
present format. If so many peo- stated that explicitly in the first
officers.
Alpha Phi Alpha cannot be ple dislike the format, why did of the article. His observation
that the South receives a lot of
held accountable for the actions they not call in their opinion?
WLJS is different. It does not adverse media coverage is defiof the several hundred students
who attended our function. How- play sappy, depressing music. If nitely true (example--the movie
ever, we realize that had it not a person does not want to listen, "The Night the Lights Went Out
been for our social activity the there is a knob on the radio for in Georgia," with Dennis Quaid
entire incident would never have tuning, changing the station for and Kristy McNichol?. That
movie offended a lot of people
happened. This realization alone those that do not understand.
Rock is the music of today. around Chattanooga, Tenn..
somewhat allows us to accept
the punishment imposed on us by Rock was the music of our pa- where it was filmed, because it
rents. Rock will be the music of portrayed Southern people as
the administration
our
children. Mr. Downey, if you honky-tonking, redneck slobs.
Photo by Sharon Hill
Unequivocally, the Xi Xi
I
do
not
like
the
station
or
music.
Mr.
Cypert
should
review
his
chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., regrets any de- hear Auburn has a progressive assessment of Mr. Brook's artiYourfaculty and staflpay raises hard at work
gradation of JSU brought on by station with a very small au- cle. I'm of the opinion that he is
dience.
Why
do
you
not
"pop"
probably just a "Damn Yankee
last semester's disturbance.
Futher, we owe our apologies to yourself down there and offer Agitator" anyway. Keep up the
good work, Matt.
Dr. Harold McGee, the ad- your assistance there?
would be pulled from other jobs sidewalk were put in and that is
Sincerely,
Gary Wright
minstration and faculty of JSU,
or additional personnel would faculty and staff. Mr. Downey,
Anita
Reaves
the community, the regional orneed to be hired. If additional were you aware that over the
ganization of Alpha Phi Alpha
personnel were hired where past two years the faculty did
and most importantly to the
Dear Editor,
would
the funds come from?
not receive a cost-of-living raise
students here at JSCT who supI feel Victor Cypert's letter
Also,
Mr.
Downey,
what
about
in salary? Did you know that this
p o r t o u r a c t i v i t e s e a c h concerning Matt Brook's article
the
water
to
fill
the
fountain?
year
not only will faculty not
semester.
about racism (Sept. 14) was misPerhaps
you
were
not
aware
of
receive
the raise but neither will
Dear
Editor:
Through this suspension we informed.
the
fact
that
water
costs
money,
staff
members?
I
have
a
few
comments
repray that Alpha Phi Alpha is not
It is true that illiteracy and
If this trend continues, JSU
the only fraternity who will poverty are problems in certain garding the Sept. 28 article con- and it takes a lot of water to run
a
fountain.
Where
would
these
will
find itself losing members
cerning
fountains
and
sidewalks
learn from last semester's parts of the South, especially the
funds
come
from?
of
our
distinguished faculty. And
by
Jonathan
Downey.
episode.
Southeast, but racial relations
Another
point
concerning
the
the
University
will become inPerhaps
Mr.
Downey
should
Darren Douthitt
have been fairly stable and har- consider enrolling in Economics water is that although Alabama creasingly unattractive to future
JSU Alumni
monious here when compared to
Alpha Phi Alpha Alumni Mem- larger, Northern cities where in 220, where he would learn of a has had sufficient precipitation prospective faculty. After all,
LAlittle thing called opportunity this year, for the past three would you want to go to work for
UCI
ghettos like Harlem or Watts cost. Simply put, when you make years the state suffered a a firm that has a record of not
civil disobedience erupts as a a choice to do one thing you are drought. This called for very giving its employees raises after
result of tension. Remember giving up another, which is a strict water rationing. How you've spent all that money for a
when Detroit was burned and cost.
practical is it to run a fountain graduate degree? I certainly do
looted? Gangs of youths roam
not want to pay for tuition and
For example, to put in, let's during periods of drought?
and rape in Central Park for say, a fountain, you would
As to the matter of the side- books and end up sitting in an
Dear Editor:
sport. White militants accost among other things have to give walk you might have a slight empty classroom.
I would like to tell you how and kill a black man just be- up land. Perhaps I can paint a point. I do agree there is a need
Here's a thought for you if said
much I like the radio station, cause he is in the wrong part of clearer picture for Mr. Downey for a few sidewalks. However, fountain and sidewalks are in925. It is a great alternative rock town.
of a number of things that might this need exists not on The Quad, stalled and the faculty and staff
station.
Has Cypert never heard of the be forfeited for a fountain and where there are sufficent walk- don't get cost-of-living inI am from Birmingham where "New South?" The picture he pretty sidewalks.
ways, but in other high-traffic creases. We'll have an empty
First there would of course be areas where there are no side- campus but it sure will have an
The CIIANTICLEER, the student newspaper of Jacksonville State University, is
the land the fountain would be walks.
"aesthetic" Quad.
producedentirelyby students.Funding is provided through university appropriations
and advertising revenue. Omces are located in Self Hall.
Once again, Mr. Downey, I
Personally I'd rather have an
placed on that could serve other
Letters to the editor are welcomed. All submissionsmust be typed or neatly printed,
functions. Then you need to con- feel it should be pointed out to ugly Quad and quality faculty.
double spaced, signed and must not exceed 300 words.
sider where the funds will come you the cost involved. There are However, Mr. Downey, if you
Guest commentaries are welconied. For details, contact the Editor in Chief.
from to pay for the materials costs to tear up the old walk- just can't live without a fountain
All submissionsmust carry a student number or faculty identification, or, if from a
source outside the universlty, must carny an address and phone number.
needed to build a fountain.
ways; then there are costs to put and sidewalks that are pleasing
Ideas expressed on the editorial page are the opinions of the editorial staff unless
Even if the materials were the new ones in. How cost effi- to the eye, let me borrow a line
otherwise noted.
donated there are other costs, cent in your recommendation? from Lewis Grizzard and say,
The editor reserves the right to edit for content and space.
There is an even greater cost "Delta Is Ready When You
such as maintenance personnel
Send all submissionsto Cyndi Owens d o The CHANTICLEER, P. 0.Box 3060 JSU,
Jacksonville, AL 36265. Deadline for editorial submissions is 2 p.m. Friday.
I'm
afraid the cam us would Are."
required
for
the
care
of
said
'
.
% % Sh\a:$n*t\
hhf ;ltb ' 'a * - * * +
L
sufitepf~.*-$*~ev *f8$n'*tBh%
fountain: - Either the& -p&opi6 :
there is no really good rock
station. All they play is pop rock
all the time. It is so nice to get a
change of music.
Brian Williams.

A Phi A alumnus
offers apology

Fountain suggestion:
Money goes
down the drain

Cypert 'misinformed'

Format controversy:
same song,
second verse
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Features

Elderhostel receives $5,000from former student
By MATT BROOKS
sociology to archaeology The
Features Editor
festival will be free to the public
School pride is something one and attendees will be able to
may never lose. Graduates often roam from room to room, taking
refer to their alma mater with in any lecture of interest
pride, happily reminiscing about
A native of Alabama. Grace
those college days
was born, reared and educated
For Anna Catharine Grace, a in Birmingham She has lived in
former Elderhostel student at various parts of the United
JSU, school pride extended into States and has traveled abroad
her pocketbook. Grace, a!so extensively. having recently
known as Kitty, donated $5.000 been to New Zealand and Ausdollars to the Elderhostel pro- tralia
gram in August.
Now a resident of Huntsville.
According to Michelle Cham- Grace is interested in education.
pagne, who coordinates South- conservation. gardening and muern Studies, the money is going SIC She belongs to the Nature
to be used for the Kitty Grace Conservancy, the Alabama ConFestival Nov 18
servancy, the Cahaba River SoTaking place on the 11th floor ciety, and is a founder of the
of the library, the festival will Huntsville Botanic Garden and
feature four speakers on a varie- the Grace Memorial Fund for
ty of subjects, ranging from music.

Presenting check
Anna Catherine Grace presents Michelle Champaign with check for $5000.

Entrepeneur asks for $15
'Telling the JSU story' goal
million donation back
of recruiters Harris and Stevens
By ERIC MACKEY
Features ,Writer
JSU has entered into another
year of student recruiting, and
this year there are two new
admissions counselors to lead
the way.
The Office of Admissions and
Records, desiring to spread the
JSU message throughout the
South, has created two new positions. Leslie Harris and Beth
Stevens were hired as counselors this summer to talk with
people on the possibility of
pursuing a college career at
JSU.
Harris, a native of Phenix
City, hopes to be able to encourage high school students to
consider JSU when looking for a
college. "I think it's a unique
school, and I saw (the job) a s a
unique opportunity to share my
feelings with a lot of students
around the state." she said.
Stevens, who is from Heflin.
reiterated the idea that their
main job will simply be to get
the word out about JSU. That
m e s s a g e , i n c i d e n t a l l y , is
academics
"We w a n t t o p r o m o t e
academics of the school first and
the student activities second,"
Harris said. "We want to work
harder a t having more personal
contact with the high school students."
Another major goal the counselors have in recruiting is to
fbtlow up on, the%interest
,
of t h e
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students In addit~onto follow-up "We want students who are
letters, they plan to put em- going to be leaders."
Even though they have had
p h a s ~ son gettlng requested Inonly one training session. Harris
format~onout to students
September 25 was the first and Stevens feel adequately preactual day In the f ~ e l dfor the pared for high school recruiting.
two They will spend thls "The main training is just visitsemester, the "recru~ting sea- ing a c a d e m i c buildings."
son." on the road a s they person- Stevens said. "We've tried to get
ally v i s ~ th ~ g hschools through- a smattering of different aspects
of the I-niversity."
out Alabama
Both Stevens and Harris reAlready, they have been bus)
w ~ t hother members of the ad- alize they will learn many things
mlsslons department The two in the course of the year. and
counselo~shave vis~tedone h ~ g h they hope to increase their effectiveness over the semester.
school w ~ t hTeresa Cheatham
Students interest the counselcoordinator of recrultlng. to get
In some practice and learn the ors. They hope to truly enenrollment at JS'C' by
l
ropes Harris and Stevens ~ l courage
be worklng alongs~de the al- "giving (students) solid inready busy Cheatham and Gus formation" on JSL'. Stevens
Edwards, full-t~meadmiss~ons said.
"The difference in a teacher
personnel
Susan Barr of the Informat~on and a student is that a teacher
Center s a ~ dthe new recru~ters knows where to go to get inw ~ l lbe very helpful In the past. formation," Stevens points out.
JSL' has actually had to decllne "That's what we're trying to do ~nvltatlonsto speak w ~ t hh ~ g h - show people how to get the
school students because of the information they need (about
lack of personnel "The two full- JSL'i."
This attitude is what pleases
time recruiters w ~ l lbe here after the fall and can recrult In the J e r r y S m i t h , dean of a d spr~ng."Barr s a ~ d Thls should missions, most. "We're exallow Cheatham and Edwards tremely pleased -- enthusiastic more t ~ m eto do needed office - about what the two new adwork and to spend more tlme missions counselors will do for
with students at the schools they the overall recruiting and retention of the University,"he said.
will be visitlng
The school needs more people
Stevens and Harris are excited
"telling the JSU story" accordabout the new challenge set
ing to Smith, and he believes
before them "We want the best
Harris and .Stevens will
the
. do
students for JSG'." Harris said
.~
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From College Press
Service
An entrepreneur has asked for
his $15 million donation to the
University of Utah back after
officials there refused to rename
its medical college and hospital
after him.
What would have been the
single largest gift ever given in
Vtah wasn't enough to convince
students, faculty, alumni and
others to add James Sorenson's
moniker to the generic University of Utah School of Medicine
and University of Utah Hospital
"People felt that all the contributions that helped build the
school would take a back seat."
explained Mike Mattsson, the
university's vice president for

College students work part-time

3

0
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development "The protest
within the university and the
community was overwhelming."
"I do not want the siege to
continue on m y account,"
Sorenson said in retracting the
gift the first week of September.
Sorenson, who Mattsson called
the wealthiest person in Utah,
negotiated the donation -- which
came in the form of 250,000
shares of Abbot Laboratories
stock -- with the university for
years before announcing it last
May
In retracting it four months
later, Sorenson blasted UU "for
its failure to honor proposals it
conceived when it undertook a
(See COLLEGE, Page 11)
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From College Press
hours a week.
Service
Even more older students a r e
More than half of all "tradi- juggling work and school. Of the
tional-age" college students 5.3 million collegians over 25,
work at least part-time, the about 74 percent had a job in
American Council on Education 1988. They worked an average of
estimated Sept 4.
37 hours a week.
The ACE. the umbrella group
"The neediest of students, who
for the nation's college presidents, combed through 1988 em- often come from academically
ployment statistics to find that disadvantaged backgrounds,
nearly 54 percent of students must divide their concentration
between 16 and 24 years old had between work and study, with a
joined the labor force, up from good chance that academics will
suffer in the long run," Atwell
about 42 percent in 1972.
About 54 percent of the stu- said.
dents with jobs worked between
Most, it seems, work to avoid
15 and 29 hours a week, although
' bigtbiils in the,future.
19 percent . ~ o ~ ka fd- , l q s t , 35,
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The last word

Just what is the meaning of life?
Philosophy is a strange science. I consider myself to
be somewhat the amateur philosopher, and over the
years I have encountered several questions that are
without any feasible answer.
These questions have plagued me to near death, and
now, as a last resort, I offer them to you for resolution.
Be brave, for those who have the strength to forge ahead
will emerge victorious. Or something like that.
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 1 -- If Goofy can talk,
why can't Pluto? For that matter, why does Goofy get
to wear clothes and live in a house when Pluto has to
pluto relarded? ~f Itm
eat dog food and live
Pluto, I'm going to realize something's wrong when I
see
driving a car'
god, the
of
motor vehicle registration would hear from me.
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 2 -- Why is there such a
thing on the ITIarket as a toilet bowl ~ k a n e r ?Who needs
a clean toilet bowl? It's just going to get dirty again.
Why not just dump a can of paint in there every two
years Or so and make it appear newly white? If youIre
like me, the last thing you want to do is run your finger
under the rim during an inspection.
'Onderance

-- Why are green

lights green? I
about this for a while*and came
with the idea that the " g" in green stood for goo.But,
that fell apart when research showed that red as in red
light started with " r" instead of " s" for stop. After that,
I didn't even consider the yellow signal.
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 4 -- What's gonna
when everymy's dead and lherePsno room left
for cemeteries? I guess we could start dumping people
in the ocean, but that would make navigation for Exxon
oil tankers even that much more dangerous.
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 5 -- Why does Jack
Nicholson keep golfing? He's made more money off the
film Batman than Bill Cosby could ever dream of
making while selling Pudding PODS.Why doesn't the
~ o l d e n ~ eretire?
a r He could &en do like h o l d Palmer
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(Continued From Page lo)
prolonged campaign to recruit had thrown two "Hitler birthday
the largest philanthropic gift in parties" complete with Nazi
the history of the state."
memorabilia.
Matt Brooks
Other colleges have managed
In 1987. Minnesota's Augsburg
to keep donations, despite con- College kept a $500.000 donation
troversies.
but dropped plans to name a
University of North Dakota building after Elroy Stock who.
and design a clothing line for Sears.
officials decided to keep a $5 officals later discovered, for
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 6 -- Why are there million gift from Nevada casino several years had been sending
professional sports teams in Atlanta? Throughout their owner Ralph Engelstad even af- hate mail to people involved in
histofiesf the combined records are around ll-14@3. I ter it became known Engelstad racially mixed marriages.
think most of those wins came in exhibitions against L
college teams. Someone should put poor old Ted Turner
out of his misery. HeIs had enough tax breaks for one
lifetime.
unanswerable ponderance N ~ 7. -- w h y are
Family Buffet Special
prophylactics called condoms? Was the guy who
invented them named D ~ condom?
.
~~d this guy.
ALL-U-CAN-EAT
id^^^ he have enough to do already?
Sunday after 4 p.m. All Day Monday
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 8 -- If there's a such
thing as a microwave oven, which heats
very
rapidly, then why in turn isn't there a machine which
with Student I.D.
freezes things just as quickly? I'd love to put a cup of
milk in a,
On The Square In Jacksonville
just call it a freezowave for the heck of
it, and whammo! in two minutes have a delicious cup t
of ice cream.
L
Unanswerable
No. -- Why is sex called
sex? How did Unnngh! and Ahhhhh! evolve into s-e-x
'b
over the years that language was being developed? Dr.
Condom probably had something to do with it, 1.d bet,
Unanswerable Ponderance No. 10 -- Who really shot
QUALITY ELECTRONICS
J.R.? My initial theory was that Jim Bakker was guilty,
TV VCR Stereo Repair Service
because he found out J.R. had been mowing Tammy
Faye's lawn. But, the emergence of Jim's sexual
CUSTOM AUTOSOUND INSTALLATIONS
preferences kinda shot this one down. The new theory is
looks like a guy*an
14 Gladebrook Village
that Tammy
Hwy 431, Annlston, AL 36206
(205) 237-0506
(See THE LAST WORD,Pagel7)
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ARENTS DAY
Hope headlines Par *entsDay
From News Bureau
Comedian Bob Hope, hailed as
the "King of Comedy" and
"America's Ambassador of
Good Will," will appear at JSU
at 8 p.m. Saturday in Mathews
Coliseum as part of the University's Parents Day activities.
The fearless topical humor
Hope projects on his top-rated
television specials will become
even more telling in his personal
appearance. Local politics, sacred cows and celebrities will
provide much of his material.
Hope's fame is legendary,
with nearly 60 motion pictures
and success on radio and the
Broadway stage. His overseas
tours to entertain servicemen
make up an odyssey that began
in 1941 and continues to this day.
Hope is such a fixture in
Amercan life that it is a continuing surprise to remember he
was born in England. He is
File Photo
Leslie Townes Hope, born in
Bob Hope
Eltham, England, the son of a
stonemason who emigrated with
his family to Cleveland, Ohio,
when he was four.
He has been called "Entertainer of the Century," which is
BASEBALL
celebrates the freedom provided by quite an outstanding achieveTOURNAMENT
the capabilities of today's modem ment for an individual who was
The JSU Gamecock baseball Army and is held with support from
forced to play second billing to a
team will host five other college the Alabama National Guard, Army
trained
seal in vaudeville.
and junior college teams for a tour- Reserve, and active units from Fort
Although he is not particularly
nament at University Field begin- McClellan. Parking lot of the
known as a singer, he has inning Friday at noon. Games will Theron Montgomery Building.
continue on Saturday morning and
HISTORIC HOMES TOUR troduced more than 30 popular
Sunday and there is no admission
(9 a.m-1 p.m.)
charge.
Guided tours of two historic
5-K RUN (8:30 a.m)
homes will be provided by JSU
The Health, Physical Education history faculty members. The
and Recreation Club will sponsor a Magnolias, built in 1850, was
5-K run beginning at Pete Mathews home to JSU president C. W.
Coliseum. Registration begins at 8 Daugette. The Roebuck House
By TODD FRESHWATER
a.m. and there is no registration fee. (1939) was owned by Judge John
News Editor
ACADEMIC BUILDINGS Foster and now serves as JSU's
Parent's
Day is a time for
OPEN
Alumni House.
students' parents do see the Uni(8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.)
CAMPUS TOURS
versity. Parents of students
All academic buildings will be
(10 AM.-1 P.M.)
won't be the only people visiting
open during the day. Departments
A comprehensive bus tour of the
and student organizations will be campus will begin every 30 min- the campus. Area high school
conducting tours and other special utes from the Theron Montgomery juniors and seniors and area
activities.
junior college students will be
Building.
ROTC FREEDOM
taking part in Visitation Day.
LIBRARY TOURS
APPRECIATION DAY
Visitation Day is part of the
(10 a.m.-noon)
(9 a.m.-1 p.m.)
University's
continuing program
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
The Military Science Department
of
recruitment
and retention
TOURS
will spansor a ~ i n Armed
i
Forces
The
dzy
gives
students
a chance
($0
a.m.-noon:
i i z ~\\ \.i:Et d:zpIUx.
s cf v,ea'lnl:s.
to
firid
ost
about
the
different
(See
ACTI'9TTIEf.
Page
f
6)
equipmen:, md vciiicles. This event

Full day of activities set

songs to the public and has made
"Thanks for the Memories" and
"Buttons and Bows" famous the
world over.
Me holds 53 honorary doctorates and has written and published nine books, but he never
finished college. He has entertained and been honored by nine
presidents, been courted by royalty and dines with international
leaders, yet he speaks for and to
the heart of the common man.
A golf tournament is named
for him. Hospitals, schools, theaters and even flowers are dedicated to him. He's numbered
among the Top 10 most admired
men of the 20th century by the
adults and teenagers of four
generations.
Hope was asked recently
which of his more than 1,000
honors was the most rewarding.
His answer?
"A laugh."
When Hope walks out on stage
with that famous confident grin
creasing his ski-nosed countenance, he is often greeted by a
standing ovation from an audienece which has sure knowledge it is going to be roasted in a
turn. His manner is suave, his
delivery direct and his appearance debonaire. What a contrast from his first appearance
at the Palace in New York.
As he tells it, "I was numb.
Not just scared, numb. The

critic from the Daily Graphic
said, "They say Bob Hope is the
sensation from the Midwest. If
that's so, why doesn't he go back
there?' "
The polished performance he
brings to every microphone today is the culmination of more
than 50 years of work. He served
his apprenticeship in the Gus
Sun, Keith and Orpheum
Circuits, where ready wit became razor-honed to a fine edge.
When he stumbled onto the technique of topical and personal
jokes that involved his audiences, he was well on his way
to becoming the greatest funnyman of our time,
Bob Hope needs personal'appearances to enhance this bosoffice power like he needs another two inches on the end of nose.
Why does he continue doing live
shows?
"Humor is an excellent antidote for tension and anger,"
says Hope. "Instead of dwelling
on the point of irritation, share a
joke or two with someone. Recall a funny incident from a
similar situation. Believe me, it
works. After a few good laughs,
the feelings of resentment
diminish and you get a better
perspective on things. Humor is
sort of a balancing wwheel. I've
found it can reduce tension in
nearly any situation."

High school, JUCO students visit campus
deparments and organizations at
JSU.
The event takes place from 10
a.m. to noon in Montgomery
Building. During this time each
academic department will have
a table where students can pick
up literature. Students will also
be able to register for door
prizes and the University radio
station, WLJS, will also be doing
a live remote.
Students will also be able to
take campus tours in the University bus. These will begin at 10

a.m.
After noon students will be
able to take part in the rest of
the Parents Day activities. The
academic buildings and the residence halls will be open and
there will be activities on the
Quad.
A good response is expected.
The University has sent information to 130 high schools in
Georgia and to 424-450 schools in
Alabama. Information was also
sent to all the junior colleges in
the area.
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Starter's gun sounds
early on Saturday
By JASON THOMPSON
Staff Writer
Fun. fitness and exercise will
kick off the activities of Parents
Day Saturday with a 3.1 mile
run
The run is sposored by the
local Health. Physical Education and Recreation Club and is
open to anyone interested in
participating Registration will
start at 8 a . m . with the run
beg~nningat llathews Coliseum.
There is no entry fee for the
event.
Although there will be some
parllclpants competing- as in a
race. the entire activity is aimed
at having fun and geting ex-

ercise
"If a person only walked it. we
would be happy." said HPER
Club sponsor Jim Reynolds. " R e
just want people to come out
The event has taken place at
for many years. with 1989 being
the run's second year in conjuction with Parents Day. The run
will also be part of National
Jogging a n d F i t n e s s Day.
Certificates will be given to all
participants.
Nov. 8 the HPER club will also
sponsor Jump Rope for Heart. a
money-raising project for the
Heart Assoclatlon It
is scheduled to take place in
Montgomery Building
"

The Marching Southerners will demonstrate their musical expertise during a
concert or1 the Quad Saturday

'Boys of summer' play fall tourney
By RODNEY PARKS

Sports Editor
Football's not the only sport
that ill be played on Parcnts
Day. a s the baseball team will
host a Parents Day weekend
tournament.
Along with JSL' in the tournament will be Southern L'nion.
Wallace of Hanceville and
Gadsden State.
"This tournament is an activi-

t y for the parents of our baseball
players." said Rudy Abbott.
head baseball coach.
The tournament will begin
Friday at 11 a . m . with Wallace
of Hanceville playing Southern
L'nion. JSV will then play
U'allace at 1 p.m. and Southern
Union at 3 p . m . .
Saturday at 8:30 a . m . there
will be a red and black game. At
10:30 a . m . the Gamecocks will

host Gadsden State.
This tournament is part of the
JSU fall baseball schedule that
helps the Gamecocks prepare
for the spring season. Abbott's
team is trying for a thirdstraight trip to the World Series
this year.
The tournament will take
place on University Field and all
games a r e free and open to the
pubic.

Activities

Red carpets ready to roll

for campus open houses
File photo

Rudy Abbott

City hosts 'Gem of the Hills'

'

City
October and ', 1989
Crafts
the Creek: Germania
'prinkY
Hwy' 21 North' Open
$Iiage and u p Host:
ative Visions Study Club.
Children's Day at the librarv:
Ladiga Rpom, pkblic library, saturday, 10 a.m. Host: Modern Culture Club.
Needlepoint display: Jacksonville
Public Library, downstairs. Open
11 a.m., Saturday; 1-4 p.m., Sunday. Host: Needlepoint Guild.
Area Artist Invitational Show:
Old Fire Station, East Ladiga
Sweet, open 10 a.m. Saturday; 1-5
p.m., Sunday.
Festival of Quilts: Kitty Stone
Elementary School gym, W. College Street, $2/admission, workshops by leading quilters/vendors,
cash awards and ribbons, open 9
a.m.. Saturday; 1-5 p.m., Sunday.
HOG!Retired Senior Volunteer Pro~r;,r!(PSVP). ,
,
,
r ' ? : POPEX S t ~ h p Show:
>

.

,?

Recreation center, East Ladiga
Street, open 10 a.m., Saturday; 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Sunday, USPS special
cancellation and postal station, 50
exhibit frames, dealers to buy and
sell. Host: Calhoun County Stamp
", ,

LIUD.

+

Jacksonville History Room:
Jacksonville Public Library, open
10 a.m., Saturday; 1-5 p.m., Sunday. Host: John H. Fomey U.D.C.
Trolley Tour of Historic Jacksonville: Saturday, 11 a.m., 1
p.m., 2 p.m., tour originates on
town square. Host Jacksonville
Heritage Association.
Concert by Mrs. Exa Harnes'
Former Students: Sunday, 2 p.m.,
home of Lee and Jetta Manners,
1103 7th Ave., (former home of
Exa Hames). Host: Jacksonville
Heritage Association.
Pancake Breakfast: Saturday, 7
a.m.-1 l a.m., high school cafeteria.
,YQs~:Jgcksonville Athletic Bmsters Club.

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
200 Francis St., 10-12.
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority, Sparkman Hall, 3rd Floor, 10-12.
Delta Chi Fraternity, 500 N.
Pelham Road, 10-12.
Delta Zeta Sorority, Sparkman
Hall, 6th floor, 10-12.
Phi Mu Sorority, Sparkman
Hall, 2nd floor, 10-12.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, 208 W.
Mountain St., 10-12.
Pi Sigma Chi Fraternity, Gadsden Road, 10-12.
Sigma Nu Fraternity, 200 W.
Mountain Ave., 10-12.
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority, Sparkman Hall, 4th Floor, 10-12.
Center for Individualized Instruction, Cole Library, 9:30-12.
ChanticleerJMimosa, Self Hall,
Rooms 168 and 180, 10-12.
College of Criminal Justice,
Brewer Hall, 8:30-12.
College of Education, Ramona
Wood, 10-12.
Computer Science Club and
Math Club, Bibb Graves Hall, 3rd
floor, 10-12 (includes tour).
Family and Consumer Sciences
Dept.,, M q ~ Hall,
n
9:30-1@30.
jiicksanville Assc~ciation c f

Nursing Students, Wallace Hall,
10-11.
Math/Computing/Information
Sciences Dept., Bibb Graves Hall,
3rd f l o o r (includes displays/demonstrations, 10-12.
Physics and Engineering Dept.,
Martin Hall 10-12.
Sigma Delta Chi (professional
Journalism Society), Self Hall, 1012.
Sigma Theta Tau (Nursing Honor
Society), Wallace Hall, 10-12
(includes tours/blood pressure
screening).
Student Art AlliancefArt Dept.,
Hammond Hall 10-12 (includes art
exhibit demonstrations).
Wesley Foundation, Wesley
Foundation House, 10-12.
OTHER
College of Commerce and Business Administration (reception),
American Marketing Association,
American Society for Personnel
Administration, Financial Management Association, Phi Beta
Lambda, Society for the Advancement of Management, Student Accounting Association, Merrill Hall,
I@ 11'; 'Collkge' RCpublicans (tea'.
:Pcrri!l liall, R m m !Zi 1 I-:.',

(Continued From Page 13)
RESIDENCE HALL
OPEN HOUSES
(10 a.m.-1 p.m.)
SHOW CHOIR PERFORMANCE
(11 a.m.)
ROTC SCABBARD AND
BLADEIRANGER DEMONSTRATIONS
(11 am.-ll:30 a.m.)
JACKSONVILLE BRASS
QUINTET
(11 a.m.-ll:30 a.m.)
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE LAB
(11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.)
JSU CHEERLEADERS
PEP RALLY
(Noon-12:15 p.m.)
JAZZ ENSEMBLE
(11:30 a.m.-noon)
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
PICNIC & LAWN PARTY
(11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CHEMISTRY MAGIC
SHOW
(Noon-12:30 p.m.)
MARCHING SOUTHERNERS
(12:30 p.m.-1 p.m.)
The Marching Southerners, under
the direction of Dr. David Walters,
features a 250-piece band that includes the ballerinas and a rifle line.
They will perform a special concert
on the Quad in addition to their
half-time show during the football
game.
GAMECOCK TOOTB 4L,fd
f2

F . ~ J
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Banzai! Japanese course now offered to students
By PETER STALL0

Features Writer
For years JSU has prided
itself on the wide range and
variety of courses offered to
students. In keeping with that
tradition, the beginning of the
fall semester brought with it the
introduction of another course -but this one is a little different.
Tomoko Akane, a graduate
student at JSU, is now teaching
a beginner's Japanese course
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. on Mondays
and Wednesdays.
The proposal for teaching the
Japanese language came about
after Veldon Bennett, head of
the Department of Foreign Languages, received information a
few months ago from the Hokkaido Institute regarding the
possibility of a ~ a ~ a n e course
se
being taught at JSU.
he letter stated the institute
would send a graduate student to
JSU to teach a beginner's
.Japanese course if JSU would
pay the student's educational

expenses.
JSU accepted the invitation,
and the Institute sent Akane,
who had been trained for six
weeks in language education at
Haverford College in Pennsylvania.
At present, there are 15 students enrolled in the course. The
course may be offered again in
the spring semester, depending
on the number of registrants.
Bennett pointed out that the
possibility of a major or minor
in Japanese was not probable in
the near future. "A degree
would require an actual professor in the course and the
present enrollment would not
easily permit that now," he said.
However, with an increase in
student interest, the program
could be expanded and perhaps
one day offer a major and mi-

The last word

Tomoko Akane with class
nor. As Bennett emphasized, it
is the tradition of America to
explore and incorporate the cultures of other nations.

Photo by Michael Hill

WELCOME STUDENTS

KILGORE~SSERVI[CECENTER
105 TARVER STREET - JACKSONVILLE, AL 36265
ALL TYPES AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
WRECKER SERVICE

(Continued From Page 11)
one at that, so maybe Jim was fantasizing in his humanity until someone can devote the ome and energy
marriage.
to resolving them.
That's why I'm in college. Heck, I didn't take Elvis
These questions, which I'm sure have confronted you
at one time or another, will continue to plague Theory 102 for nothing.

BUSINESS PHONE: 435-5184
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
ALLEN COMPUTER TEST CENTER

Operated by Lynn Edwards & Family
Open 6 a.m. = Midnight 7 Days A Week
435-6630

Quality You Can Afford
Service You Deserve

1

Prices Effective Oct. 5 Thru Oct. 10,1989

I
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SGA Presents

Ann Curless

Gioia

Jeanette Jlurado

Just Added

I

Concert at the
Pete F.Ii2.thews Coliseum
111

Thursday
October 19,1989
TONE L ~ C

Tickets On Sale NO\V
at the SGA Office
4th Floor Theron Montgomery Building

58.00 JSU
Students
(with Student I.D.)
-

51z.00 General

Admission
J

ABSOLUTELY NO ADMITTANCE WITHOUT TICKETS!
MARTIKA will not appear due to circumstances beyond our control.

3

Organizations
Jacksonville Association Of
Nursing Students
Sept. 25 the guest speaker for
JANS meeting was Irene Lee,
CRNA. She showed a slide presentation of Paraguay and Brazil.
~h~ next meeting will at 11:15
act, 9 in 246-~wallace ~ ~ 1 1 ,
congratulations to Victoria
schultz, our homecoming candidate, ~ ~ allt support
7 ~ Vietoria.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Irene Lee gave a slide presentation of her mission trip to
Paraguay and Brazil Sept. 25. It
was truly a blessing.
Our faculty advisers this year
are Sarah Latham, Jane Freeman and Lila Wood. Our next
meeting will at 11:30 a.m. in
Wallace Hall Oct. 2. Alice Anderson, the regional NCF director, will be the guest speaker.
Everyone is invited to attend.

is currently in production. It
opens Oct. 19.
Alpha Xi Delta
We
like
wish Our
homecoming representatives
good luck in the homecoming
pageant. The ladies are Becky
Cardwell and Donna Taylor; our
pledge sister representative is
Kim Beaty. We are very proud
of each of you.
Our Secret Set-Up party last

#

.

Delta Chi
Thanks to all of the beautiful
ladies who visited us last week;
we hope you enjoyed yourself.
Chi Delphia deserves a thank
you for the food provided. Also,
the Chi Delphia Brother of the
Week is "Big Rick" Washburn.

brothers. Friday night is our
Founder's Day Banquet, and we
will be honoring our 99th birthday as a fraternity. Saturday is
Parent's Day, and we hope
Moose will not be his usual
obnoxious self.
Phi Mu
Our newly decorated hall looks
great. Thank you Dawn Osborn
and the hall committee; you
have done a marvelous job. Con-

AOPi meets Zeta
Several sororities
and fraternities
stopped by from 1On
28
o f f i c i a 1 1.y
to
we 1 c 0 m e A 1 p h a
Omicron Pi to JSU*
The
" W e 1c o m e
AOPi Party" was

Alpha Omicron Pi
We would like to thank all of
the fraternities and sororities on
campus for their warm welcome
to JSU. We appreciate all
flowers sent on our behalf.
AS a new colony on campus,
we are working hard to receive
our charter and start a new
chapter. We would also like to
thank our chapter consultant,
Amy Bordewisch, for her patience, support and the success
of our first meeting.
Sept. 14 we had 85 girls pinned
as colony members by AOPi
International President Barbara
Hunt. It was a special occasion
for everyone.
We would like to congratulate
our candidate for the homecoming pageant, Teena Craft.
We would like to wish her good
luck.
We are looking forward to
working for our philanthropy -Arthritis Research Grants -- and
to all upcoming social events
this fall.

,

against Delta State Saturday.
We wish the team good luck, and
we welcome all parents here to
JSU.
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photos by Tracy Casagrande

Alpha Psi Omega
We are the national honorary
dramatic fraternity. This year
we are joining forces with Mask
and Wig drama club in order to
Zeta Tau Alpha Wendy Ward enjoys the
better serve the community.
Mike Stephenson was the featured show while taking the opportunity to
Though membership in Alpha entertainment for AOPi's party.
welcome AOPi to campus.
Psi Omega is by invitation, all
persons interested in theater can
We are getting fired up for the gratulations to Michelle Molpus
participate in Mask and Wig. Friday evening was a fabulous
(For more information, contact success. Thanks to Anne Hub- upcoming functions with all our on being selected as vice presiJoyce Tate, Tina Seals or Drew bard, our social chairman, all of sororities here on campus. dent of the Pi Kappa Phi little
Reeves through the drama de- us and our dates enjoyed good We're sure all of you will be sisters.
This month's Carnation Girl is
music and especially a good pleased with our new selection
partment at 231-5647).
Debbie Carlise. You deserve it
We will be offering all-occa- time together.
of pledges.
Now that we have our feet
Good luck to all of the young Deb; you're a great Phi Mu. Phi
sion live telegrams this year.
Watch for posters or contact the warmed up, we are ready for 24- ladies in the homecoming pag- of the Week is Tonya Smith.
drama department for further hour Dance-A-Thon with Alpha eant, especially our representTau Omega Oct. 9. We are rais- ative, Angel Watson.
details.
Alpha Tau Omega
Wednesday night was pledge
Alpha Psi Omega and Mask ing money for the United Way
we want to thank all of the
and Wig hope you will make and need Your support.
pinning and
of the pledges sororities for attending our secp l a p ~to see "jVoyzeqk!" ,vyhich , , ,?: ,Gap?$c@~ ,:qugfq qff , f?u?d , out aboqt their big
,. < c'
. m d annual Sorotit9 A@R&&S
#

A

P

r
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tion party. The annual event was
created last year to show our
gratitude for the greek girls and
all they do. Once again, it was a
huge success.
We also want to thank the
lovely ladies of AOPi for a great
Backyard Barbeque mixer. We
had a blast.
We welcome all parents this
Saturday for Parents Day ,89.
We will be having open house for
Hope and his many fans from
a.m. to noon. Everyone is welcome to come by.
We were busy this week serving our community. We worked
with the Wesley Foundation and
with Meals on Wheels. Upcoming social service projects include the second annual AT0
and Alpha Xi Delta 24-hour
Dance-A-Thon to benefit the
United Way of Calhoun County.
~t will begin at 3 p.m. oct. 9-10 at
the Jacksonville Town Square.
Raffle tickets are still on sale
for only $1. Drawings will take
place, every 30 minutes.
~ociologyclub
We will meet at 3:30 p.m. Oct.
10 in 328 Brewer Hall. Everyone
is welcome.
Our program will feature
three students from the International House program: Isabel
Posada from Columbia, He
Wang from the People's Republic of China and Saliba
Manneh from Palestine. Each
will speak about his homeland
and native culture, and they will
give their impressions of the
United States. Posada will give a
Columbian layperson's ipression
of the South American drug situation while Manneh will discuss
the Palestinian political scene.
Pi Kappa Phi
We would like to recognize all
of our new pledges. We think we
have a good group of guys and
we congratulate all of you on
your choice.
We look forward to having
mixers with all of the sororities.
We have some fun ideas planned.
Congratulations to our football
team. We have a meat record
and have high
the future.
Volleyball will be cranking
soon and we're ready. Ted
"Spiker" Lowe will be heading
this team up.
of the Week is Dean
Buttram III. Dean has donated
many hours to Pi Kappa Phi. In
the past week, Dean has been
getting to know Jacksonville9s
elderly citizens. He spends his
afternoons at McDonald,s jrlst
talking about the good 01' days.
So, let's give a big hand to Dean.
Congratulate him if you see him
around campus.
~'(s&'~R~AM~ZA
Page
T I21)
~~,
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1 Campus critic

What will thev think of next?
1

* . Dead Poet's Society reminds me of how I
teach.
* .This is the Friendliest Campus in the South.
* .There is no housing problem.
* .There is no parking problem.
* .I love being around students.
* .When I was an undergraduate I never cut class and I
made all As.
* .I'm always looking for new teaching methods.
* .Your opinion won't count against you.
* .We will leave class early today.
* .I knew that, I was just seeing if you read the
material.
* .I'm not like all the other teachers.
* .I'm not still living in the '60s.
* .I don't give any brownie points.
* .I spend my spare time on research projects and
seminars.
* .Of course you'll use this in the real world.
* .That's not a stupid question.
* .I can take constructive criticism.
* .I don't get to see these evaluations.
I hope you enjoyed another one of my award-winning
columns. I hope it didn't hurt anyone's feelings. Ti1
next week ...

After being at JSU for a while you will have the
privilege of hearing some of the best lies ever told. Here
is a list of my favorites that I compiled after talking to
a few teachers and students. I have also added several lies
that I have heard throughout my four years at JSU.

* 25 BEST LIES USED BY STUDENTS:

* .I don't care about making alot of money.

* .My mind just went blank. I swear I knew the
material.
* .I want my tuition's worth of class time.
* .Everybody at JSU likes heavy metal.
* .You're the best teacher I've ever had.
* .I can park anywhere.
* .I'm proud of my GPA
* .Dad, Brother's is a grocery store.
* .I'm getting an education so that I can help my
fellow man.
25 BEST LIES TOLD BY FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATION:
* .This is not my only outfit.
* .I was very successful in the real world.
* .We get tickets for parking in the red zones.
* .I have a passion for teaching.
* .Of course I've published.
* .I remember what it was like to be a student.
* .Ill: have those tests back tomorrow.

* .I'm graduating this term.
* .I'm in Pre-med.

I

* .I had a flat tire on the way back from my grandma's
funeral.
* .Yes, I know but those were my other grandma's.
* .I don't remember you saying it was due today.
* .My BMW is in the shop.
* .It's a natural tan.
* .I don't remember anything about last night.
* .I?e never had to study and I'm doing great.
* .I've never enjoyed literatun: until I took your class.
* .The bookstore sold out.
* .I studied too hard.
* .That was an easy class.
* .Of course I'm not a freshman.
* .I've never tried that before.
* .I've never bounced a check.

The play will run Oct. 19-23.
"Woyzeck" was written by
German playwright George
Buchner in 1836 and was published 1879, several vears a f t e r

about a soldier who volunteers
for scientific experiments which
a r e conducted by a self-proclaimed doctor. The doctor turns
out to be what some would call a

by

llill

Rehearsing
Amanda Aultman, Phillip Hurt,Allison Crawford and Drew Reeves

*

.

Woyzeck kills her. This is filled
with bizzare sometimes hard-tobelieve characters.
The play is directd by Wayne
Claeren, professor of drama.
Joyce Tate serves a s stage manager.
The cast is a s follows:
Woyzeck. Drew Reeves: Marie.
Allison Crawford : Captain. Tom
Millington: Doctor, Phillip Lee
Hurt. Drum Major, Johnny
Cassiano: S e r g e n t , Zachary
Straughter; Andres. Lynwood
Nixon: M a r g r e t , Elizabeth
Hayes: Propreiter, Msemaji
Yusuf Al-Amin; Charlatan, Dan
Driggers: Old Man, Freddie
Hinton: Jew. Dennis Lashbrook:
Innkeeper. Jeff Bennett: First
Apprentice. David Lane; second
apprentice. Martyne Mullink:
Kathy. Angi Millwood: Town Idiot. Jeremy Schillinger; Grandmother. Sharon L Hill : and Students. Beth Tate. Kim Brooks.
.Amanda Autman. Kimberly
Thornton, and Tracy Bass
After the run here this production will go to Montgomery for
the .American College Theatre
Festival regional competition at
the Alabama Shakespeare Festival
; ! * ;3 2 4 ' 9-*' **e7 -46!**+*-q-!?4+,

.

ACRO88
1 Tmfiuld
4SuinRurJ.
8 L u k through

:t14 z
2
Bark Eloth
15 Bmer vetch
16 Puzding
18 Specks
20 Skin of hull
21 King of Baahen
22 That m a n
23 Defeat
27 Mace
29 Seed oontaiw
30 Wading Mrd
31 Hebrw month
32 Dqumlt
33 Evil
34 Note of uxk
35 S.A. animal
37 Swine
38 Burst

# 6# 8 $ g ; ;
~iiri~arrt,t'rnr.>t1r*r)~s./r.tr*~*~~~**~~

3 9 ~ O l
Brodwy
40 Tattereddoth
41 Thr.atoed

doth
42 H
UShowy(lowcw

47 Ctto a
throne
51 Mr. M w l n
52 Unlt of Italian
currency: pl.
53 Actor BMry
54 GOddaS d
healing
55 Dlatance
measure
58 lcdandk writing
57 D-l
DOWN
1 Stalk
2 Danish Island
3 Priest In charge
Of parish

The
Weekly
Crnssword
Puzzle
4 Matwes
5 Hurrled
6 Wingfooted
7 Kind of beer
BogOed

9 Gnaw
10 Slende-r finial
l1
Moccasin
l7
Mydf
19 For example:
abbr.

38 Feels compas-

,
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Birmingham-based group
Radio Berlin plans return

Organizations
(Continued mornPage 19)
Baptist Campus Ministry
What a wonderful week we've
had here. We would like to thank
all of the people who made
"Christ and the Campus: A Winning Combination" a great success.
This weekend, the executive
council will be attending a leadership conference in Talladega.

Weekly events include Celebration at 8 p.m. Tuesdays and
Bible Study a t 6 p.m. Thursdays.
Don't forget we are here for
you. The Student Center is open
from 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. for a
great place to relax and meet
people.

Zeta Tau Alpha
We would like to thank the
social committee -- Allison
Edgil, Natalie Heynysh and
Alicia Oliver -- for doing such a
great job on planning our
hoedown. It was last weekend at
Noccalula Falls. We all had a
wonderful time.
Congratulations to the new
pledge class officers. They are
Julie McDougal, president;
Dana Pace, vice president; Wendy Ward, secretary; Dee Dee
Mauldin, decorations; Penny
Rosseau, public relations; and
Nancie Hoblitzell, spirit. We are
proud of you and our whole
pledge class.

21

The Member of the Week goes
out to Amy Reddy, who has done
a fantastic job as pledge trainer.
The Pledge of the Week is Lisa
Hester. The Zeta Lady is Paula
Barker. The Social Bunnies of
the Week -- and very possibly of
the whole year -- are two fun and
loveable women: Vickie Bailey
and Amy Hyde. The Big Cookie
goes to Jennifer Amidon and
Smartie Pants go to Suzanne
Hapner and to Carra
McWhorter.
We are proud to be putting
three girls up for the homecoming pageant -- Allison Edgil,
Amy Hyde and Wendy Ward.
Good luck to all of you.

By C.A. ABERNATHY
Music Writer
Radio Berlin will be returning
with their explosive blend of TV
themes, new-wave and
progressive cover songs, plus
original music.
Based in Birmingham, members -- Jo Jo Rickles, bass;
Tommy Lucas, drums; Bo Bo
Florseth, vocals and keyboards;
and Clay Brussard, guitar and
lead vocals -- are quite at home
playing intense music.
Radio Berlin's show includes
songs by the Replacements,
"You Be Me, I'll Be You,"
"Wild Flower" by The Cult, the
Gun Club's "Elvis From Hell,"

Faith No More, "So Alive" by
Love And R o c k e t s , t h e
Ramones' "Sheena Is A Punk
Rocker," "Revolution" by the
B e a t l e s a n d t h e Violent
Femmes' "Blister In The Sun. "
Most impressive throughout
Radio Berlin's set were the original songs such as, OQForeign
Sex Girl," "Lions And Tigers,"
"The Night Is Calling," "Saturday" and "I Go To Pieces."
Sneaky Pete and The Heat
played college-oriented songs
ranging from "Night In Jericho"
to "Blood And Roses" by the
Smithereens, Van Morrison's

(See RADIO, Page 22)

2051236-3597
cy's Academy of Arts & Fashion
Macy Harwell, Director

i

.

Finishing School - Personal Development
Visual Poise - Image Awareness
Professional Modelilrg Techniques
Runway 1 TVI Pro-FO~O
Eve y d a y Etiquette for Children
Licensed by The Alabama State Department of Education
20 EAST 12TH STREET UPSTAIRS - ANNISTON, AL 36201

We custom produce greetings to be
delivered and enacted by MASK &
WIG'S singers, dancers, and actors.
Any occasion, any message a good Way to brighten'your
favorite student's day. Contact Joyce Tate or Andrew
Reeves at 231-5647 for more details. Must be ordered in
advance.
YOUR ONE STOP MESSAGE SHOP!!

PAGEANT 1990
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
You can win fame and fortune as Alabama's
representative in the nationally televised MISS
USA Pageant next spring The search for MISS

or phone TOLL FREE 800-525-5025

Men 18-35 years of age for
tissue bank donors.

.,
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by Mark Weitzman

(Continued From Page 21)
from "parts unknown," and the
band's name adds an intriguing
aspect to what may happen at
one of their shows.

"Brown Eyed Girl." "Not Your
Steppin' Stone" by the Monkees.
several by INXS, The Replacements, J i m i Hendrix's
"Fire." "Love Removal Machine" by the Cult, plus classics
like "Born To Be Wild," "Satisfaction" and "Lola."
Members include Pat McCurry on guitar and vocals:
Gary Kilgore, guitar and lead
vocals; Steve Wyatt, drums and
vocals; and Eric Wright on bass
and vocals. They have had the
same line-up for a year.
Group members claim to be

Sunny Beaches were recently
cheered to an encore medley of
"Devil With A Blue Dress On -Good Golly Miss Molly -- Born
To Be Wild." Their show is
always the place to be for a
beachin' good time, with songs
by Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard, Elvis and
numerous other favorites.
Tuscaloosa's Storm Orphans

packed the house with their alloriginal show. Several hundred
people joined in the dancing and
subsequent sweating that went
along with the night's event.
The Storm Orphans returned
to the stage for a triumphant
second encore. Expect even
more to come from this band.
Their independently released
E P "Promise No Parade" has
garnered favorable reviews.
The groups continues to work
on new material. Eventually
they hope to be signed to a major
record deal.

The Chanticleer
Now Offers

School Year Subscriptions

I

I

For Parenfs & Alumni

$1800 ($laAfter0ctober19,1989)
Make checks pavable to:

The Chanticleer
PbO.Box 3060 J.SbUb Jacksonville, AL 36265
r-----------------------------1

I I
I

II

October 10,1989

I

ADDRESS

I
STATE

ZIP

I

LPlease
remit your check with this coupon for prompt service. Allow 2-3weeks for 1st issue. 1
.............................

into a professional
career in optometry
eee

Jacksonville's
Rock and Roll

one of the top 10 income-earning professions
a needed personal service
regular hours

Madison Travel

many career options available

Call or write for more information: Admissions
Office, School of Optometry, The Medical Center,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, 35294.
Call collect (205) 934-6150.

Take a 4- ay
'Fun Ship"
To the Bahamas
March 11 15, 1990

-

The University of Alabama at Birmingham is an equal opportunity employer.

......................................................................

I-----

$39Pop!~,md,.

'

I

(TOTAL $50f' with
$50nefund after trip)
'Now is thetime to make reservationsand get super
saver prices. Wewill rebate your cost for the phone
call.'
2051974-0500
Joyce RoJem-Enga Allen
140 Lawrence St.
'
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Saturday, October 7, 1989
8:OO P.M.
Pete Mathews Coliseum

General fldmission
Tickets Still flvailable
s18°0
Tickets Available at Office of Student Activities in
the Theron Montgomery Building
Thursday & Friday from 8 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

-

-

Saturday Tickets For Sale
9 a.m. 1:30 p.m. On The Quad
Coliseum Ticket Office Opens at 6:00 p.m.
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Sports

Putting it all together
By RODNEY P.4RKS
Sports Editor
It was a game between the two
best scoring offenses in the C;ulf
South Confercnc,e It was ;I gcrmc
between the t ~ v o best scoring
defenses in the GSC I t was a
game between the only two undefeated teams in the GSC
something had to give in Saturday's .JSIv-llississippiCollege
match-up \Vhat gave was the
llississippi Collcgc defense. 3s
Coach Rill Burgess' team put
together its best garnc of the
year to down the Choctows 23-3

JSI"s Eric Davis started right
where he left off in the L'aldostn
State garnc. ~ntcrc-eptingllississippi College qu;rrtcrback \Vally
Henry's first pass of the game to
put JSI' at the llississippi College 31-yard linc

The (;arnec~oc,kscouldn't cash
in on this turnover. though. as
.JSI.'s Sladc Stinnett missed
wide left on a 32-yard field goal
After this Xlississippi College
drove to the JSI' 17-yard line and
hit a 38-yard field goal for its
only lead of the game at 3-0
.At this point JS17 showed everyone how much i t wanted to win
this game as the Gamecock
scored 23 straight points
T h e first of these points came
Lifter a perfect punt by JSIy's
Steve Bailey that put llississippi
College on its own 5-yard line.
llississippi College's quarterback was then intercepted by
.JSIv's Freddey Goodwin and the
15-yard return for a touchdown
gave JSIy n 6-3 lead.
The second half belonged to
.JSI' as the Gamecocks scored
first on 3 42-yard run by Brian

Stevenson early in the third
quarter to put the Gamecocks up
13-3
JSI. put 10 more points on the
board in the fourth quarter Jeff
Hill scored the first touchdown
of his college career on a 6-yard
run to put JSI' up 20-3
JSIT's final points came on a
42-yard field goal by Stinnett.
"They practice like a team
and they play well together."
Burgess said. "The offense pulls
for the defense and the defense
pulls for the offense They're
always pulling together for the
team."
With this win JSI- runs its
record to 5-0-0 overall and 3-0-0
in the GSC Burgess' team now
has a one-game lead in the GSC.
The Gamecocks now prepare
to host Delta State this Saturday.

photo by Sharon iIill

Gamecock offense prepares on sidelines

Gamecock Facts
When JSU was on TV last weekend, it was the
first time since 1982.

****

Gary Wigington's score of 73 tied for best score
of the day at the UNA Classic.

EL

-

Volleyball at West Georgia Meet

-

UT MARTIN

UEL Volleyball JSU vs UNA 7:m p.m. -Golf at MTSU Int.

Lady Gamecocks playing strong at home

f

By RODNEY PARKS
Sports Writer
Don't be late or you w11l mlss
the volleyball team Why' Because Coach J a n ~ c eSlay's team
is quickly ~mprovlngwith every
match and just fin~shed a
perfect 2-0 week
The Lady Gamepocks presently stand at 10-5 overall and 3-0 In
Gulf South Conference play
JSL' 3, Huntingdon 1
The Lady Gamecocks had
their home opener Sept 26
agalnst H u n t i n ~ d o n College
slay's team opened very strong
as it shut out Hunt~ngdonin the
first game of the match 15-0
JSU looked strong at the beginning of the second game.
jtmping out to a 10-3 lead Hunt:,LG4

lngdon fought back. scorlng seven s t r a ~ g h polnts
t
to tle the score
at 10 After this the game was
t ~ e d S I X more tlmes wlth the
flnal tle coming at 17-17 Huntlngdon scored the final two
polnts of the game to wln 19-17
The t h ~ r dgame was tied five
tlmes at three. S I X , seven. e ~ g h t
and nlne At this point JSL' out
scored Huntlngdon 6-3 to wln the
game 15-12
In the fourth game of the
match Hunt~ngdonjumpedout to
an 8-4 lead JSI' then scored
e ~ g h t - s t r a ~ g hpoints
t
to take a
12-8 lead Huntingdon made one
last comeback, pulling with~n
two of the Lady Gamecocks at
13-11 Slay's team then took
charge. wlnnlng the last two

L X s,~SiQX~Og.*cb'g~-~FL85;,~.=i.b.l,~-t,r.i.c,e.r~.f.r

.,*..,t

,. .

.tar.

p o ~ n t sof the game to wln the
game 15-11 and the match 3
games to 1
Afterwards Slay was pleased
with her team's play "We had
steady. cons~stent leadersh~p."
said Slay "The team has come
along very well ..
JSV 3, Troy State 1
JSV faced Troy State In the
Lady Gamecocks' home conference opener The opening
game of the match was very
close With the match tied at
elght the Lady Gamecocks ran
off seven s t r a ~ g h tp o ~ n t sto wln
15-8
In the second game J S r
showed Gamecock fans how well
they could play a s Slay's team
Soundly defeated Troy 15-6

,..

..t

,t ,-.r

I.,z -u'as*s G

- J r r L *'r"$ s

JSU
North Alabama
U-T Martin
West Georgia
Troy State
Uvingston
Miss. College
In the third game JSU jumped
Out
a 8-4 lead At this point
Troy scored 10 straight points to
pull ahead 14-8 Slay's team
fought back, scoring six straight
points
tie the score a t
14-14.The game was
tied a t
15 before Troy scored the final
two points of the game to win it
17-15
In the fourth game of the
match the Lady Trojans Jumped
O t t t ~ ~ , 5 @ad
- 4 ,Atathis point the

r'.r7t'~":'

*

-

-

'r f - d # ~ & - c ' @ - # d
-'.---*'
Y ~ . .**

3-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
1-1
1-2
0-2
Lady Gamecocks went on a 11-4
run to win the game 15-9 and the
match 3 games to 1.
"I was very pleased with a win
over Troy State." said Slay. "As
you can see, everyone in the GSC
is going to be very tough this
year."
Slay felt her bench played very
well in this match. "Sue Imm
played very well for us off the
bench tonight," she said.

'
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Tennis team a proud Gamecock tradition
By RUSS MEANS
Sports Writer
Gamecockathleticsareunderway and
Steve
is
preparing the men's and Wornen's tennis teams
the
During the fall the men's team
will play a total of six matches
and the
and three
women will play seven matches
and one tournament.
S e ~ t .27 marked the
beginning the
as the
Gamecocks took on Shorter College. The men's team lost 5-4
and the
were
victorious with an 8-1 score.
Peter
for
the men in the No. 1 slot against
and was defeated by a
tough West German player with
the final of 6-4 and 6-0. Jacobson
is a returning
Marrietta, Ga., and he was one
of the top players on last year's
team.
At the No. 2 position is
Jonathan Howes. Howes suffered a tough loss to a strong
Shorter No. 2 in the last and tiebreaking set. The final count on
this match was 3-6, 6-3, 7-5.
Howes is a returning junior out
of Gulfport, Miss. He spent most
of last season at the No. 1 spot.
Eric Hoaglund played at No. 3
in the first match and had a

I

strong victory against Rodolfo
Nunez of Shorter. Hoaglund prevailed 6-2, 6-3. He is another
returner off last year's team and
he was one of the top six.
Hoaglund is a sophomore from
M ~ c Miss,
~ ~ ~ ,
Marc Elliot was No. 4 and
suffered a defeat 6-2. 2-6. 6-3 to
Andrew Jackson. This was Elliot ' s f i r s t match a s a
Gamecock. He is a sophomore
and transfer from Mobile C0llege. He is from Brandon, Miss.
Michael-Jon Garnett, another
returner, started this season at
No. 5 and was victorious at 6-7,
6-3, 6-1. Garnett is a junior out
Coral Springs, Fla,
Ronnie Hass made his college
career debut at the NO. 6 spot
and was victorious, 6-2,6-3. Hass
is a freshman out of Walton High
School in Marrietta, Ga.
In doubles action, Jonathan
Howes and Micheal-Jon Garnett
paired up but were defeated 6-4,
6-3. At No. 2 doubles, Jacobson
and Hoaglund defeated their opponents, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3.
In the final doubles match,
Charlton Giles and Alex SoriaGalvarro were defeated by their
Shorter opponents 6-4, 1-6, 7-6.
Giles is a returning sophomore
from Clanton, Ala. SoriaGalvarro is also a returner from

Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
No. 6 spot against Shorter was
Other players for the men's Paige Johnson. Johnson deteam include Rex Jones out of 'feated her opponent 6-1, 6-0.
Birmingham and Greg Gaydon Johnson is a sophomore from
from Marrietta, Ga.
Tallahassee, Fla.
The Lady Gamecocks got off
The Lady Gamecocks had a
to a great start with an easy 8-1 clean sweep in the doubles
matches' Shannon Brown and
victory over Shorter.
Coach Steve Bailey and members
Shannon Brown started off at Root had a 6-1, 6-1 win. Clayton
ofthe 1989 women,s tennis
No. 1 for the women and suf- and Conneen teamed to take a
fered a loss 7-5, 3-6, 6-2. Brown is 6-3, 6-1 victory in No. 2 doubles returning sophomore from Oaka returner who was red-shirted spot. And in the final match, ville. Ontario, Canada. Other
last year and she is from Hous- Johnson and Wrenn defeated players include sophomore Aree
Frederick out of Birmingham
ton, Texas.
their opponents 6-0, 6-0.
At the No. 2 position, Amy
Also playing for the Lady and freshman Carin Myers from
Conneen was victorious, 7-5, 6-0. Gamecocks include Marne An- Grant, Ala.
The next home match for the
Conneen is yet another returner drulionis, who was out with an
from last year. Conneen is a injury but will return within the Gamecocks is at 1:30 p.m.
junior from Marrietta, Ga.
next week or so to claim one of Wednesday against Berry ColLars Ashley Root started at the top spots. Andrulionis is a lege.
,
No.
3. for the Gamecocks and
.
gave an impressive victory in
her first college
match. The
"
HIOMEN
final score was 6-1, 6-0. Root is a
W d . - S@pt27
130
Slwrtn
Hme
freshman out of Brandon, Miss.
Wad. - Oct. 4
1 .a
shnftr
Awry
Wad. - Oct. 11
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In the No. 4 spot was Lea
W d . -0ct. 18
180
Bkaln#br Southorn
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M a . -kt.23
1%
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6-0, 6-1 victory.
At the fifth spot for the
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Gamecocks, Amanda Wrenn had
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a shut-out victory 6-0,6-0. Wrenn
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Returning to take care of the
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shaves in pivot or fixed positions!

N E W ! ! SLEEK
HANDLE DESIGN

...
for greater control, handling

and maneuverability!
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@SLIMRAZOR HEAD...
for close, comfortable shaves
even in hard to reach places!
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PICK UP YOUR FREE COLLEGE RAZOR SATURDAY AT: I
STORE COUPON
To recalve your free school
razor f~llin this coupon and
brlng ~tto your college store

Razor System

Hurry1Quant~tiesare limited
ONE RAZOR PER
STUDENT ONLY.

State -Zip Code

This coupon IS your entry to the Sch~ckAthletic Bag Sweepstakes.

JSU CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE
Montgomery Building

7%
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Weekend casuals
*Designer dress shoes

I Register For FREE TICKETS To See BOB HOPE In Our J'ville Store! I

I

Jacksonville Pelham Plaza

1016 Daily; 1018 Friday; 1/5:50 Sunday

I

